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when to use chief. business model is design matters more than price, you care about the final result, better brands of cabinets, most any amount of custom, need to draw accurate spaces/buildings, need detailed drawing for manufacturer or installer, need to move walls, need demo/construction plans, need electric plans. cad tools for productivity
& precision chief architect has a powerful cad software engine that includes tools for lines, polylines, splines, arcs and solids to produce objects that range from custom entry columns to a deck ledger detail. quickly manipulate objects with multiple copy, align, reflect and replicate at specific intervals. a cad-to-walls tool imports autocad files and

provides mapping for layers so you can quickly see the model in 3d. draw custom cad details, import as dwg/dxf/pdf, or choose from over 500 cad details in the premium ssa catalog to overlay on your design. i was asked to compare the two programs by someone this week since i have fairly extensive experience with both. a number of years ago
i'd written something on this forum in response to that question, think it was around x4 or 5 that was generally positive toward chief but acknowledge some important weaknesses. several versions later and the improvement to the program for kitchens in measurable. so since i had to write something anyway i thought i'd share it here. the first part

is what i slammed together yesterday morning rather quickly. the second part i added today to fill it out a bit, again quickly so excuse the lack of editing and any drivel included..
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